Implications of 21st century science for nursing care: interpretations and issues.
The organizing theme for this special volume raises a momentous question: What are the implications of 21st century science for nursing care? The two terms the question relates - 21st century science and nursing care - are each of central importance for nursing and in philosophical enquiry about nursing as a practice, profession, or institution. These key terms are also highly charged and open to interpretation, as is the relationship of implication between them. Different interpretations or assumptions will steer the search for an answer in quite different directions. Putting the expectation of an answer in abeyance, this paper probes the question precisely in its openness to interpretation and contestation. In elaborating different ways in which the main terms of the question can be taken, and analysing how different interpretations of or assumptions about them lead to different responses, the paper delineates crucial issues and divisions in nursing and commentary about nursing today.